
The Giver
Act One

AT RISE: In the darkness, SFX swell. 

CHIEF ELDER. Beginnings... From disorder and chaos, from 
great suffering, great pain. From confusion 
and envy and hatred came a solution 
(Pause) Communities! 

(Music Begins. Students walking across in a 
orderly fashion.) 

(continues) Serene, beautiful places where 
disorder became harmony. (Clap 4 times)

ELDER 1. We are the elders. We council… we lead… 
we govern.

ELDER 2. After the Ruin, we created a new society.

ELDER 3. One of true equality.

CHF ELDER. Rules were the building blocks of that 
equality.

STUDENT 1. Use precise language.

STUDENT 2. Wear your assigned clothing.

STUDENT 3. Take your morning pills.

STUDENT 1. Obey the curfew.

STUDENT 2. Always be polite.

CHIEF ELDER. And the most important rule of all…

(Music stops)

EVERYONE. NEVER LIE!

(SILENCE , LONG PAUSE)

CHIEF ELDER. (Clap four times)

(Music begins)

ELDER 4. In our communities there is no hatred, no 
violence, and no war. 

ELDER 5. In our communities everyone is equal.

ELDER 6. Everyone has the same and does the same.

STUDENT 3. We do not disagree simply because 
we have nothing to disagree about.

STUDENT 1. By eliminating all differences, the elders of 
the community have brought about peace.

STUDENT 2. A peace through sameness.

CHIEF ELDER. Through freedom of of sameness and order 
we have created the perfect society!

(SFX. Jet plane ROARS overhead. 
All drops to ground. Pause. SFX. Chime. 
Then a CALM VOICE echoes around.)

VOICE (V.O.). Attention. There is no cause for alarm. The 
low-flying airplane seen over the Community 
today was not a threat. A pilot-in training 
merely misread his navigational instructions 
and made a wrong turn. Realizing he was 
breaking the rules, he was trying to find his 
way back before the error was noticed. He 
apologies for any alarm he may have raised. 
(Beat) Needless to say, he will be released. 
(Long Pause). 
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(Silence. The lights come up on a family eating at a 
simple table: FATHER, MOTHER, 7-year-old LILY 
and 11 –year-old JONAS. They all wear 
comfortable grey clothes and eat cheerfully in a 
harsh white light.)

FATHER. Who wants to be the first tonight for feelings?

LILY. I felt very angry this afternoon. My Childcare group 
was at the play area and we had a visiting group of 
Sevens, and they didn’t obey the rules at all. I was 
so angry at one male, I made my hand into a fist, 
like this. 

(She demonstrates.)

FATHER. Where were the visitors from?

LILY. Some other Community. I don’t remember.

MOTHER. How did you feel when your group of Sixes visited 
another Community last year?

LILY. Strange. They were learning usages my group 
hadn’t learned yet, so we felt stupid.

FATHER. Do you think that they boy today felt strange and 
stupid, being in a new place with rules he didn’t 
know about?

LILY. …Yes.

MOTHER. I feel sorry for him.

LILY. Me too. And sorry I made a fist. Thank you.

(They continue eating)

FATHER. Well, I’m feeling a little worried.

MOTHER. What about?

FATHER. One of the newchildren isn’t doing well.

LILY. What gender is it?

FATHER. Male. He’s a sweet little male, but he’s not growing 
as fast as he should and he doesn’t sleep soundly. 
The other Nurturers and I have him in the extra 
care section, but the Committee’s beginning to talk 
about releasing him.

MOTHER. Oh no. I know how sad that must make you feel.

FATHER. I may ask the Committee for permission to bring 
him here at night, if you don’t mind. I don’t want to 
trust him to the night crew. I think he needs 
something extra.

MOTHER. Of course.

LILY. Maybe we could even keep him!

MOTHER. Lily—

LILY. I know. Two children to each family. Very clear.

FATHER. Thank you.

MOTHER. Jonas?

(Jonas has been staring at his food.)

FATHER. Jonas.

JONAS. What?

FATHER. We’re sharing feelings. Anything you want to 
share?
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(Beat. He looks at them.)

JONAS. I’m feeling … apprehensive.

FATHER. Why is that, son?

JONAS. I know there’s really nothing to worry about, every 
adult’s been through it, you and Mother and 
everybody. But … it’s almost December.

(They look at each other.)

LILY. (almost whispered.) The Ceremony of Twelve.

FATHER. … I’m glad you told us your feelings.

MOTHER. Lily, go get on your nightclothes. Father and I are 
going to talk to Jonas for awhile.

LILY. But—

FATHER. Lily.

LILY. Privately?

MOTHER. Yes. This talk will be a private one with Jonas.

(Lily gives her brother a final look and walks out. 
FATHER takes a sip of coffee. Silence. They wait.)

FATHER. When I was an Eleven as you are, Jonas, I was 
very impatient waiting for the Ceremony of Twelve. 
I enjoyed the Naming of the Ones as I always do, 
but I didn’t much pay attention to the other 
ceremonies, except my sister – she became a Nine 
that year, and we watched and cheered when she
removed her hair ribbons and got her bicycle. I’d 
been training her on mine, even though I wasn’t 
suppose to.

(MOTHER and JONAS laugh.)
JONAS. Everybody breaks that rule.

MOTHER. I think the Committee is looking into lowering the 
age of bicycle-riding—

JONAS. Which means the children will be Elders by the 
time any change is made.

FATHER. So I cheered Katy and her bike and I didn’t pay 
much attention to the Tens and Elevens and finally
at the end of the second day, it was my turn—

JONAS. The Ceremony of Twelve.

FATHER. (nods). My parents looked so proud. (Pause) I was 
already fairly certain what my assignment was 
going to be.

JONAS. How? It’s a secret. The Committee of Elders don’t
tell anyone what their assignment’s going to be—

MOTHER. Yes, how’d you know?

FATHER. When my friends in my age group were holding 
bike races or building vehicles or bridges with their 
construction sets—

JONAS. Like I do with my friends—

FATHER. I was always drawn to newchildren. I spent all my 
volunteer hours at the Nurturing Center. The Elders 
knew that.

JONAS. They’ve been watching me a lot at school. They 
watch all the Elevens and take notes.

FATHER. They don’t make mistakes. So when my 
assignment was announced as Nurturer, it wasn’t a 
big surprise. It was what I most wanted.
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JONAS. But I don’t know what I most want. I don’t know 
what my gift is. What if I’m disappointed with my 
assignment?

MOTHER. They’ll find exactly the right assignment for you. 
Don’t worry. And after your Ceremony you’ll be 
training with your Assignment Group—

FATHER. No more volunteer hours. No more recreation 
hours. Your old friends won’t be as close—

JONAS. (shaking his head). But Asher, and I will always be 
friends, right? And we’ll still be in school—

FATHER. Absolutely. There’ll just be changes.

MOTHER. Good changes, though. After my Ceremony, when I 
entered my training for Law and Justice, I found 
myself with people who shared my interests. I 
made friends on a new level, friends of all ages—

JONAS. Did you still play after Twelve?

MOTHER. Occasionally, But it didn’t seem as important to me. 

FATHER. I still do! Every day at the Nurturing Center. Bounce 
on the Knee, Peek-A-Boo, Hug the Teddy. Fun 
doesn’t end when you become Twelve.

(Lily walks in with a stuffed elephant.)

LILY. This is certainly a very long private conversation.

(MOTHER and FATHER laugh and begin clearing 
the table.)

LILY. (looking at her stuffed animal). Are all comfort 
objects imaginary creatures?

FATHER. I think so. Yours is an “elephant,” right?

LILY. Right.

JONAS. Mine was a “bear.”

(FATHER, MOTHER, LILY and JONAS continue to 
exit.)

VOICE (V.O.).ATTENTION. THIS IS A REMINDER TO 
FEMALES UNDER NINE THAT HAIR RIBBONS 
ARE TO BE NEATLY TIED AT ALL TIMES. 

ASHER. Throw me an apple.

JONAS. Asher—

ASHER. What? I need to improve my hand-eye 
coordination, don’t I?

JONAS. No doubt.

(JONAS scoops up an apple and tosses it to 
ASHER as they spread out, playing catch.)

ASHER. You know what I don’t want to be assigned? I could 
never be an Instructor of Threes.

(JONAS laughs.)

ASHER. (cont’d.) Can you imagine me teaching them 
precise language?

JONAS. Every one of them would be asking for a smack 
when they want a snack!

ASHER. (drops the apple, scoops it up and tosses it to 
JONAS). You’d think after the fourth round of the 
discipline wand, I’d have learned not to say, “I want 
my smack” at meal time—
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JONAS. Remember the lashes on you legs?

ASHER. Remember when I stopped talking altogether?

JONAS. Silent Asher! How we long for those days!

ASHER. (throws the apple hard at JONAS). The Threes I’d 
be teaching would long for those days–it’d be a 
total disappointment—

JONAS. I think you mean “disaster.”

ASHER. “Disaster.” Exactly.

(And as ASHER throws the apple, for a moment—
only a moment—it changes. It flashes RED … 
then it lands in JONAS’ hand. He pauses … looks 
at it. It’s grey again.)

JONAS. Did …

ASHER. What?

JONAS. Nothing.

(He throws the apple—again, only for a second, it 
flashes red in the air. Asher fumbles and drops it.)

JONAS (cont’d). Ash? Does anything seem strange to you? 
About the apple?

ASHER. Yes! (Beat) It keeps jumping out of my hand onto 
the ground.

(He throws it back as a chime sounds.) (JONAS 
looks at the grey apple, ASHER and JONAS start 
to exit but FIONA walk in.)

FIONA. Hello, Jonas. Hello, Asher.

JONAS. Hello, Fiona

FIONA. Our family is getting a newchild tomorrow. I’m so 
excited. Speaking of excited, Are you both excited 
for the the Ceremony.

ASHER. If I’m being honest. I’m just scared.

FIONA. Are you sure “scared” is the right word?

ASHER. I heard about a guy who was absolutely certain he 
was going to get assigned Engineer, and instead 
they gave him Sanitation Laborer. He went out the 
next day, jumped into the river, swam across, and 
joined the next Community he came to. Nobody 
ever saw him again.

JONAS. (laughs). Somebody made that story up, Ash. My 
father said he heard that story when he was a 
twelve.

ASHER. (looking into the distance). I can’t even swim very 
well. My swimming instructor said I don’t have the 
right boyishness or something.

FIONA. (laughs). Buoyancy.

ASHER. Whatever, Fiona. I don’t have it. I sink.

JONAS. Have you ever once known of anyone– I mean 
really known for sure, Asher, not just heard a story 
about it—who joined another Community?

ASHER. No. But you can. It says so in the rules. If you don’t 
fit in, you can apply for Elsewhere and be released. 
My mother says that once, about ten years ago, 
someone applied and was gone the next day. She 
told me that because I was driving her crazy. She 
threatened to apply for Elsewhere.
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JONAS & FIONA. (both look at each other, Beat.) She was just 
joking.

ASHER. I know. But it was true, that someone did that once. 
Here today and gone tomorrow. Not even a 
Ceremony of Release.

JONAS. How can someone not fit in?

FIONA. We’re all going to get just the right assignments. 
You’ll see. 

(SFX Walking) (All three exit.)

(In the dark a spot light on CS. Three witnesses of 
the ceremonies step forward.)

WITNESS. This morning we celebrated the release of Roberto. 
It was wonderful. They told his whole life before 
they released him. But Robert’s life was wonderful. 
He had been an Instructor of Elevens, he’d been on 
the Planning Committee, raised two very 
successful children and did the landscaping design 
for the Central Plaza. Not the labor, of course but 
the design!

WITNESS. To be honest– (Whispers.) Some of the tellings are 
a little boring. I’ve even seen some of the Old fall 
asleep during tellings. Like when they released 
Edna. Well, they tried to make her life sound 
meaningful—and of course all lives are
meaningful—but Edna. My goodness. She was a
Birthmother and then worked in food preparation 
for years, she never even had a family unit. 
(Confidently.) I don’t think Edna was very smart. 

WITNESS. The telling of life is always first. Then we all raised 
our glasses and cheered. We chanted the anthem. 
The person makes a lovely speech, and several of 
us made speeches wishing that person well. I didn’t 

go though—never fond of public speaking– The 
person was thrilled. You should have seen the look 
on his face when they let him go. (Beat). But to be 
honest– I’ve never seen the actual release. I don’t 
know where they go. I don’t think anybody does 
except the Committee. The person just bowed to all 
of us and then walked through the special door in 
the Releasing Room. But you should have seen 
their look. Pure happiness, I’d call it. 

((Exit, A baby cries. JONAS, LILY, MOTHER and 
FATHER walking carrying a crying bundle in a 
basket.)

LILY. Isn’t he cute? Look how tiny he is! And he has 
funny eyes like yours, Jonas!

(JONAS gets a closer look at the baby.)

MOTHER. Lily, it’s rude to point out differences.

LILY. I apologize, Jonas.

JONAS. Apology accepted.

LILY. But they’re light! Like yours! Maybe he has the 
same Birthmother as you!

(JONAS stares at the baby.)

LILY (cont’d). What’s his comfort object called?

FATHER. (looks at a tag on the animal). “Hippo” it says.

LILY. (giggles). Hippo!

(JONAS walks away.)

LILY (cont’d). I think newchildren are so cute. I hope I 
get assigned to be Birthmother.
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MOTHER. Lily! (LILY recoils.) Don’t say that. There’s very little 
honor in that assignment.

LILY. But I was talking to Natasha, she does her 
volunteer hours at the Birthing Center, and she told 
me that the Birthmothers get wonderful food and 
most of the time they just play games while they’re 
waiting—

MOTHER. For three years, Lily. Three births and then they’re 
Laborers for the rest of their lives until they enter 
the House of the Old. Is that what you want?

LILY. Well, no. I guess not.

(JONAS finds the the apple in his pocket. He takes 
it out and looks at it. The baby cries.)

LILY (cont’d).  I wish we knew his name.

FATHER. As a matter of fact—I feel a little guilty about this, 
but I saw this year’s naming list in the office today. 
Number 36—this little fellow—if he makes it to the 
Naming without being released—he’s to be 
Gabriel. I whisper it to him if no one is around to 
hear me.

(JONAS looks at them.)

LILY. Hello, Gabriel.

FATHER. I call him Gabe, actually.

JONAS. Gabe. (They all look at him.) It’s a good name. 

(JONAS looks at the apple, still grey in his hand. 
His family stares at him.) 

JONAS. (cont’d). I just wanted to look at it. 

(Watch him uncomfortably. Throws it in the trash.)

LILY. I think Gabriel’s asleep.

FATHER. Here. I’ll show you how to feed him.

JONAS. I’m glad Gabe’s here and not being released.

FATHER. (to Gabriel). You get one more year to see if you 
grow sufficiently, little guy. We’ll have to sign a 
pledge not to get too attached–we can discuss this 
later. Let’s get ready for the Ceremony.

(Lights Fade as they EXIT)
(SFX People walking)
(A man [or woman] front CS of them all, facing us. 
[CHIEF ELDER]

CHF ELDER.Welcome. Today is very special. You Elevens have 
spent all your years until now learning to fit in, to 
curb any impulse that might set you apart from the 
group. But today you are Twelves.

ELDER 1. Today we honor your difference. Your future has 
been determined. 

ELDER 2. We have with us today those with unusual scientific 
aptitudes, love of newborns, love of caretaking and 
many other skills.

ELDER 3. We, the Elders have observed you carefully all 
year, and today you receive your assignments. 

(Applause.)

CHF ELDER.We will now begin. Number One… Madeline… will 
receive the assignment of Fish Hatchery. Madeline, 
thank you for your childhood. (Applause.) Number 
Two… Inger… will receive the assignment of 
Birthmother. Inger, thank you for your childhood. 
(Applause.) Number Three…William… will receive
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the assignment of Street Cleaner. William, thank 
you for your childhood. (Applause.) Number Four… 
Sarah… will receive the assignment of Laborer. 
Sarah, thank you for your childhood. (Applause.) 
Number Five… Nicole… will receive the 
assignment of Engineer. Nicole, thank your for your 
childhood. (Applause) Number Six… Benjamin… 
will receive the assignment of Doctor. Benjamin, 
thank you for your childhood. (Applause.)

(Lights and sound shift– We hear a heartbeat 
counting continues  yet muffled)

CHF ELDER.Number Ten…

(Heartbeat continues … The Ceremony continues 
as everyone applauds in slow motion-– JONAS 
looks around– there it is–his family flashes red. 
Just for a moment.)

CHF ELDER (cont’d). – Number Fifteen…

(More slow distant applause. Heartbeats …JONAS 
looks—ASHER and FIONA flash red for a moment 
… then the audience itself … then everything shifts 
back to real time, real space. Heartbeat stops.)

CHF ELDER (cont’d). Number Eighteen… Asher.

(ASHER stands nervously and walks to CS.)

CHF ELDER (cont’d). When the Committee began to decide 
Asher’s assignment, there were some possibilities 
that were immediately discarded.

ELDER 4. For example, we did not consider designating 
Asher an Instructor of Threes, teaching them 
precise language. (Laughter. ASHER glances at 
JONAS.)

ELDER 5. But today his lapses are very few. His corrections 
and apologies are very prompt, his good humor is 
unfailing.

ELDER 6. Asher. We have given you the assignment of 
Assistant Director of Recreation.

CHF ELDER.Asher, thank you for your childhood.

(Cheers. JONAS and FIONA applaud happily.)

ASHER. You’re next, Jonas.

FIONA. Get ready

(JONAS sits up straight… FATHER, MOTHER and 
LILY are eager.)

CHF ELDER.Number (Pause.)

(JONAS is about to get up as he here’s “Number”) 

CHF ELDER (cont’d). Twenty… Fiona

(Pause. They stare. The crowd goes silent.)
(FIONA hesitates … She walks to CS.)

CHF ELDER (cont’d). Fiona… will receive the assignment of 
Caretaker of the Old. Fiona, thank you for your 
childhood. (Applause.)

(Silence)

CHF ELDER (cont’d, to the audience). I know that you are all 
concerned. I have caused you all anxiety. I 
apologize to my Community.

ALL. We accept your apology.

CHF ELDER.Jonas. I apologize to you in particular. I caused you 
anguish.
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JONAS. … I accept your apology.

CHF ELDER.Please join me. (JONAS does, shakily.) Jonas has 
not been assigned. Jonas has been selected. (All 
look around.) Jonas has been selected to be our
next Receiver of Memory.

(A gasp from the crowd.)

ELDER 1. Such a selection is very, very rare. Our Community 
has only one Receiver. It is he who trains his 
successor. We have had one Receiver for a very 
long time.

(Lights come up on an OLD MAN standing in the rows.) 

CHF ELDER.We failed in our last selection. It was ten years ago 
and I will not dwell on the experience because it 
causes us all terrible discomfort.

ELDER 2. We have not been hasty this time. We could not 
afford another failure.

ELDER 3. With other Twelves we can monitor training and 
modify behavior, but the Receiver-in-training 
cannot be observed, cannot be modified. He is to 
be alone, apart while he prepares for the most 
honored job in the Community.

ELDER 4. Jonas has shown all the qualities a Receiver must 
have. Intelligence, integrity, courage.

ELDER 5. Jonas, the training required of you involves pain. 
Physical pain. You have never experienced that.

ELDER 6. Yes, you have scraped your knees in falls from 
your bicycle.

ELDER 6. (cont’d). But you will be faced now with pain of a 
magnitude that none of us here can comprehend 
because it is beyond our experience.

ELDER 1. The Receiver himself himself was not able to 
describe it, only to remind us that you would need 
immense courage to face it.

ELDER 2. You will also need wisdom, which will come with 
training.

ELDER 3. And finally the Receiver must have a quality which I 
can name but not describe.

ELDER 4. None of us will understand it.

ELDER 5. But perhaps Jonas will.

ELDER 6. The Receiver calls it the Capacity to See Beyond.

CHF ELDER.Jonas. You will be trained to be our next Receiver 
of Memory. Jonas, thank you for your childhood. 

(Then a sound in the crowd-–his name whispered. 
“Jonas.” Then another … “Jonas.” Another. All start 
saying it—”Jonas” –louder faster— “Jonas. Jonas 
Jonas” – chanting, accepting, giving him new life-–
he smiles— “JONAS” –unsteady– “JONAS” –
windswept– “JONAS JONAS JONAS JONAS!!” 
Lights blackout)

(MOTHER and FATHER and LILY walk on by to 
JONAS)

MOTHER. You’ve been greatly honored. Your father and I are 
very proud.

FATHER. It’s the most important job in the Community.

JONAS. What did the Chief Elder mean the person before 
me failing? What happened to him?

MOTHER. Her, not him. It was a female. But we are never to 
speak her name.
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JONAS. What happened to her?

(Pause.)

FATHER. We don’t know. We never saw her again.

(Silence.)

MOTHER. You’ve been greatly honored, Jonas.

FATHER. Yes, greatly honored. We’ll see you at home.

(They walk off, leaving Jonas.) 

VOICE (V.O.)THIS IS A REMINDER TO MALE ELEVENS THAT 
OBJECTS ARE NOT TO BE REMOVED FROM 
THE RECREATION AREA AND THAT SNACKS 
ARE TO BE EATEN, NOT HOARDED.

(JONAS turns to see ASHER and FIONA)

ASHER. Jonas! Congratulations!

JONAS. Thanks. Congratulations to you too, Fiona.

FIONA. Thank you. Have you read your folder yet?

JONAS. The rules and instructions. I completely forgot. 
(Opening his folder.) Have you read yours?

ASHER. Not yet.

FIONA. I started. It’s a lot of material.

JONAS. (pulls out paper, looks for more.) Mine is just one 
sheet.

FIONA. It’s private. We’re not suppose to read it. We’ll leave 
you it.

(ASHER and FION exit. JONAS scans paper.)

(—lights come up on the OLD MAN, facing forward, 
speaking what JONAS reads.)

OLD MAN. (V.O.) Jonas. Receiver of Memory. One: Go 
immediately at the end of school hours each day to 
the Annex entrance behind the House of the Old. 
Two: Go immediately to your dwelling at the 
conclusion of Training Hours each day. Three: 
From this moment you are exempted from rules 
governing rudeness. You may ask any question of 
any citizen and you will receive answers. Four: Do 
not discuss your training with any other member of 
the community, including parents and Elders. Five: 
From this moment you are prohibited from dream-
telling. Six: Except for illness or injury unrelated to 
your training, do not apply for any medication. 
Seven: You are not permitted to apply for release. 
Eight: You may lie.

(Lights fade out. JONAS turns to walk up steps. 
BOOKS. Columns and walls and furniture made of 
books. From the floor to ceiling, thousands of 
ancient books, modern books, huge books, tiny 
books. A world of books. But they’re all black and 
white and grey.)

OLD MAN. Hello.

JONAS. Hello. I’m Jonas.

OLD MAN. I know. Welcome, Receiver of Memory.

JONAS. Sir, I apologize for my lack of understanding—

OLD MAN. No apologies in this room. We haven’t the time. 
When I was Twelve, I was selected as you have 
been. Frightened. I came to this very room. My job 
is to transmit to you all the memories I have with 
me.
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JONAS. Sir. I would be very interested to hear the story of 
your life and—

OLD MAN. No. No. I’m not being clear. It’s the memories of the 
whole world. Before you, before me, before the 
previous Receiver and generations before him.

JONAS. I don’t understand what you mean when you say 
“the whole world” or “generations before him”. I 
thought there was only us; only now.

OLD MAN. There’s much more– all that is Elsewhere—which 
goes way back. It’s like going downhill through 
deep snow on a sled. At first it’s exhilarating-–the 
speed, the sharp clear air. (Looks at JONAS.) That 
means nothing to you, does it? Of course not. 
(Beat.) Sit. (JONAS sits on step). Close your eyes. 
Relax. This will not be painful.

JONAS. What… what are you going to do, sir?

OLD MAN. I am going to transmit the memory of snow.

(And he puts his hands on JONAS’ back. Lights and 
sound shift. Jonas looks up. The OLD MAN is still behind 
him, holding JONAS’ shoulders, but in the darkness now—
in the single shaft of light pouring over JONAS is SNOW. 
He reacts to it touching his skin—scared—then 
comfortability. Catching flakes.)

JONAS. Snow! (Pantomime riding a sled.)

JONAS (cont’d). Sled Hill. I’m on a sled on a hill. And I’m 
moving … downhill!

(WHOOM. Lights shift. He’s back in the room with 
the OLD MAN, his hands no longer on shoulders. 
No snow. JONAS looks around—at his hands, feels 
his dry face.)

OLD MAN. How do you feel?

JONAS. … Surprised.

OLD MAN. (sits down). It was exhausting. But you know, even 
transmitting a tiny memory to you—I think it lightened 
me a little.

JONAS. No more memories of that anymore? It was so much 
fun!

OLD MAN. (laughs). I have a whole world of them in my memory.

JONAS. Why don’t we have snow… and sleds and hills? What 
happened to them?

OLD MAN. Climate Control. It made things difficult. It became 
obsolete when we went to Sameness. (Pause). Sit. 
Let me give you something else. And this time I’m not 
going to tell you the name of it.

(JONAS closes his eyes. The OLD MAN lays hand on 
his shoulders. Lights shift-warm light plays over 
JONAS—he smiles--and opens his eyes.)

JONAS. Sunshine.

(Lights shift. We’re back in the room.)

OLD MAN. You got the word. Good! That makes my job easier. 
Not so much explaining. 

JONAS. Sir. The Chief Elder told me that it would be painful. 
That didn’t hurt at all. I really enjoyed it.

(OLD MAN hesitates, walks to JONAS, hands on 
shoulders. The sunlight streams down again—
beautiful, hot—JONAS’ smile turns into a frown-–he 
moves his arms--)

JONAS. (cont’d). OUCH! (He shifts, wincing.) Owww—
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(He opens his eyes. Lights shift back. The OLD 
MAN looks at him.)

JONAS. (cont’d, rubs his arm). It hurt. I couldn’t get the 
word for it.

OLD MAN. It was sunburn.

JONAS. It hurt a lot. But I’m brave. I really am.

OLD MAN. (smiles). I can see that. Well it’s time for you to go 
home.

JONAS. Goodbye, sir. Thank you for my first day. (starts 
out, turns back). Sir?

OLD MAN. Yes?

JONAS. I thought you were the Receiver, but you say now 
I’m the Receiver. What do I call you?

(Silence).

OLD MAN. Call me The Giver.

(Lights shift. JONAS steps away from the room and 
exit. FIONA enters one side and ASHER enters 
another side.)

FIONA. (to ASHER). Hey, I looked for you yesterday. Your 
bike was there, and I waited a while, but then I 
went home.

ASHER. I apologize for making you wait.

FIONA. I accept your apology.

ASHER. I stayed a little longer at the Rec. Center thank I 
expected. How is your assignment going?

FIONA. Oh, there’s lots to learn. There’s dietary rules and 
medication. I mean, I really think I’ll like it better than 
school. My break is almost up let me head back.

(JONAS enters.)

JONAS. Hey there!

FIONA. Hey, Jonas.

(FIONA stands up. FLASH. Just for a moment, 
FIONA’s hair flashes red. JONAS stares at her.)

FIONA. (cont’d). What?

JONAS. Nothing.

FIONA. Well, I have to go. Bye.

ASHER. Later.

(FIONA exits.)

(Pause).

JONAS. Asher, can you do something for me?

ASHER. What.

JONAS. Um. (Points.) Look at those flowers very carefully.

(JONAS puts his hands on ASHER’s shoulder and 
closes his eyes, concentrating hard as ASHER looks 
at the flowers.)

ASHER. … What’s the matter? Is something wrong?

(He pulls away from JONAS.)

JONAS. No. Nothing. I thought for a minute that they were 
wilting and we should let the gardening crew know.
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(ASHER looks at him weirdly.)

ASHER. … Oh, ok. Anyway, I have head out. Later.

(ASHER exit. Lights flash. We’re back in the room.)

GIVER. You’re one minute late—

JONAS. I  apologize—

GIVER. Ah Ah ah.

JONAS. Right. Sorry. I mean.. (stern look at audience) I’m 
not sorry. –I’m late because it just happened again; 
“seeing beyond.”

GIVER. Describe it.

JONAS. It started with an apple and then at the Ceremony 
and just now Fiona’s hair. A regular old apple. And 
Fiona’s hair, the shape and length was the same 
but—it was different.

GIVER. Sit. Recall the events again.

(JONAS sits and remembers the color red again. 
Flash of color red in the room and back to grey.)

JONAS. Yes. There it is. It happened.

GIVER. You’re beginning to see the color red.

JONAS. The what?

GIVER. At one time things had what is called, “color”. Your 
friend Fiona has red hair and the faces of of 
people at the Ceremony had what is called flesh 
tones of red. Before Sameness, everything had 
many different colors like a rainbow. 

(FLASH of rainbow colors).

JONAS. It’s not fair that nothing has color. It’s not fair there are 
no choices. 

GIVER. It’s the choosing that’s important. Isn’t it?

JONAS. Yes. People should be allowed to have choices.

(Pause).

GIVER. When the new Receiver failed ten years ago, 
memories she had received were released. People 
had choices and it caused chaos. People suffered. 
Soon it subsided and memories went back to the 
Receiver to contain all that pain. And knowledge.

JONAS. But you have to suffer like that all the time.

GIVER. It’s my life. It will be yours.

JONAS. I haven’t suffered, have I? There was the sunburn. 
(Pause.) If you gave some of it to me, maybe your 
pain would be less.

(The GIVER looks at JONAS, holds gaze and nods.)

GIVER. Sit. I can’t shield you forever.

(He puts his hands on JONAS’ shoulder. Lights shift 
as JONAS sits up—snow falls again, he has the rope 
in his hands.)

JONAS. Sled… The hill’s steeper. (He starts sliding.) The 
ice—too much ice—

(Wind howling around him—he’s THROWN over, in 
the snow—we hear a sickening CRACK. JONAS 
SCREAMS, grabbing his leg--)

JONAS. (cont’d). AAHH!! MY LEG!!
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(He’s screaming-–he rolls over—lights shift-– he’s 
back in the room. The Giver sits and is unable to 
look at him.)

JONAS. (cont’d, feeling his leg, gasping). My leg was … it 
was broken … My leg broke …

GIVER. Yes.

JONAS. It still aches … may … may I have relief of pain? 
Please?!

GIVER. … No. This is only the beginning of pain. It 
memoires will get much worse.

(JONAS stares at the GIVER, who cannot meet his 
eyes, Blackout.)

END OF ACT 1
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ACT II

(Lights up on JONAS sitting at home as his family 
talks and plays at the table. He looks very alone)

FATHER. Is something wrong, Jonas? You’re so quiet tonight.

MOTHER. Aren’t you feeling well? Would you like some
medication?

JONAS. I’m just tired. School lessons were unusually 
difficult today—

(GABE start making baby noises and coos)

LILY. He’s really changing! He can sit alone and grab 
toys and—

FATHER. After all the extra time we put in with him, I hope 
they’re not going to release him.

MOTHER. Maybe it would be for the best. He still doesn’t 
sleep.

FATHER. But—

MOTHER. And I know you didn’t mind getting up with him 
but—

JONAS. I could take him.

FATHER. What?

JONAS. Why not put Gabriel’s crib in my room tonight? 

MOTHER. What?

JONAS. I know how to feed and comfort him and it would let 
you all get some sleep.

(FATHER and MOTHER looks at each other and 
agrees.)

FATHER. All right, JONAS, lets try it just for tonight.

(JONAS takes GABE’s crib into his room and sets 
it down. The others exit. GABE cries.)

JONAS. Oh no, not already, Gabe, don’t—

(He picks up the crying child … WHOOM. Lights 
shift. Sounds of waves and wind …)

JONAS (cont’d). What … (Looks around.) It’s sailing! 
Gabriel, this is my memory of sailing.

(JONAS suddenly stops knowing what he is doing. 
Lights slowly fade out, puts baby back and runs 
with lights fade up on the room now vivid with color. 
The Giver sits rigid in his chair, his face in his 
hands.)

JONAS (cont’d). Giver? (No response.) 

GIVER. (Pause, looks up, gasping). Please. Take some of 
the pain.

(JONAS sits, The Giver touches JONAS’ shoulders. The 
stage goes dark except for one shaft of light slicing over 
JONAS. He opens his eyes—a noise getting louder … 
louder … and louder an EXPLOSION. Sounds of 
SCREAMS “Water! Help Me!” –JONAS looks around, 
horrified—tries to move—can’t.)

JONAS. (cont’d). Help. Help!

(Building—chaos--)

JONAS. (cont’d). HELP!
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(Sounds LOUDER … A HUGE FINAL 
EXPLOSION. Lights shift. He’s back in the room 
small curled up on the floor  …)

JONAS. (cont’d. echoey V.O.). Warfare.

(Silence. The GIVER looks away.)

GIVER. Forgive me. (Pause). I had to show you war.

JONAS. … It was painful.

GIVER. There are so many memories; some good and 
some, (beat). sad.

JONAS. Show me your favorite.

(The GIVER touches JONAS’ shoulders. Lights 
shift. Warm firelight—sounds of quiet talking and 
laughing—snowfall outside in the windows--)

JONAS. (cont’d). I smell food.

(Laughter, a dog barking, sounds of people).

JONAS. (cont’d). Family.

(Lights fade back to the Room of books. JONAS 
sits peacefully. The GIVER looks at him.)

GIVER. What did you perceive?

JONAS. Warmth. And happiness. A celebration. A holiday.

GIVER. What else?

JONAS. Who were the old people?

GIVER. They were called Grandparents.

JONAS. What is that?

GIVER. Parents of parents. Long ago.

JONAS. So, my parents have parents.

GIVER. You can find their names in the Hall of Open 
Records.

JONAS. I can’t quite get the word for the whole feeling.

GIVER. Love.

JONAS. … Love.

(Lights shift to family at their table.)

JONAS. (cont’d). Do you love me?

(Awkward silence.)

FATHER. (laughs). Jonas. Precision of language, please!

JONAS. What.

MOTHER. You could ask “Do you enjoy me?” The answer is 
“yes.”

FATHER. Or “Do you take pride in my accomplishments?” 
And the answer is wholeheartedly “yes!”

MOTHER. Do you understand why it’s inappropriate to use 
imprecise words like “love”? 

(Pause. JONAS looks at them …)

JONAS. Yes. Thank you. I do.

(Gabriel cries.)
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MOTHER. Oh dear.

FATHER. He’s making such progress during the days—

MOTHER. But without Jonas he still can’t sleep the night—

JONAS. I’ll take him. It’s all right.

(He picks up GABE as his parents exit. A single
shaft of light plays down over JONAS and the baby.
Gabe stops crying at JONAS’ touch. We hear wind,
horses running.)

JONAS. (cont’d, eyes closed, quietly). Those are horses,
Gabriel. And grass and sunlight.

(The sounds fade. JONAS looks down at the now
sleeping baby.)

JONAS. (cont’d, quietly). Things could change, Gabe.

(Lights shift as he sets down the baby and starts
out, intercepted by MOTHER.)

MOTHER. Did you remember to take your pill, Jonas?

JONAS. (takes the pill in his hand). Thank you.

MOTHER. Have a good day.

(She leaves. He steps outside … looks at the pill …
and HURLS it as far as he can. He looks around—
happy.)

ASHER. Pssheeww! Pow! Pow pow!

FIONA. Ugh. Ahhh! You got me!

(ASHER and FIONA run on, aim imaginary guns.)

ASHER. Blam! You’re in my line of ambush, Jonas! Watch
out!

(JONAS steps aside. More yelling from students--
JONAS watches it all, increasingly uncomfortable.)

FIONA. Counter attack!!

(Sounds of other students shooting, screaming, 
laughing—JONAS is in the middle of it all …sounds 
of actual shooting begin to filter in around him …)

ASHER. You’re hit, Jonas! Pow! You’re hit again!

(Sounds of true war—screams, explosions—
JONAS looks away, can’t catch his breath, back in 
the actual warfare—shrieks, ripping, roaring … And 
it stops, everyone stops and stares at him. JONAS 
is just barely holding it together, trying not to cry …

JONAS. STOP!

FIONA. What’s wrong, Jonas?

STUDENT. Are you ok?

STUDENT. It was only a game.

ASHER. You ruined it.

JONAS. Don’t play it anymore.

ASHER. I’m the one training for Assistant Recreation 
Director. Games aren’t your area of expertness.

JONAS. Expertise.

ASHER. Whatever. (sarcastically). I apologize for not paying 
you the respect you deserve.
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JONAS. It’s actually a cruel game. In the past there have—

ASHER. I said I apologize, Jonas.

(JONAS looks at him … Long moments pass …)

JONAS. I accept your apology, Asher.

(ASHER and FIONA and students exit.)

(JONAS turns to the GIVER – the Room of Books.)

JONAS. Giver, do you ever think about release?

GIVER. (Pause). Yes, when I’m in awful lot of pain. I’m not 
permitted to put in a request until the new Receiver 
is trained.

JONAS. And I can’t request release either. It was in my
rules.

GIVER. They hammered out those rules after the failure ten
years ago.

JONAS. (pauses). Giver, Tell me what happened. Please.

GIVER. (shrugs). On the surface it was quite simple. The
ceremony was held, the selection was made—

JONAS. Can you tell me her name?

GIVER. (hesitates) … Her name was Rosemary.

(SFX Music of bell chimes. In the shadows he sees
the shade of Rosemary standing and dancing…a
memory.)

JONAS. What was she like?

GIVER. She was a remarkable young woman. Very
self-possessed and serene. Intelligent, eager to
learn—

JONAS. What happened to her?

GIVER. Her training began. She was so delighted to
experience new things … I remember her laughter.
But, she was like you. She wanted to experience
everything at once. I gave her loneliness and I gave
her loss, the memory of a child being taken from its
parents. From the moment everything changed.
She knew about pain.

JONAS. Pain. Like the sunburn.

GIVER. No, Jonas.

JONAS. She wasn’t brave enough?

GIVER. She insisted I continue, that I not spare her. I gave
her poverty, hunger, terror--I had to, Jonas. It was
my job. And she had been chosen. It was too soon.
She wasn’t ready. And after her training that day
she went to the Elders and asked to be released.

(Rosemary disappears and music ends).

JONAS. But that’s against the rules--!

GIVER. It wasn’t against her’s. They had given it to her.

GIVER. It wasn’t against her’s. They had given it to her. 
They had to give it to her. I never saw her again. 
Her memories went back to the people.

JONAS. My father is releasing a newchild today, a twin—
actually, I think it was this morning.

GIVER. I wish I they wouldn’t do that.
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JONAS. (laugh) I wish I could watch.

GIVER. You can, Jonas. You are the new Receiver. All 
private ceremonies are recorded. (Pause). I think 
you should. 

JONAS. All right then.

(The GIVER presses a button on the wall and a 
light plays over JONAS who sits, from downstage, 
as if from a monitor.)

JONAS. It’s just an ordinary room.

(We hear JONAS’ father speaking calmly, along 
with the sounds of a crying newborn and other 
background sounds.)

JONAS. (cont’d). That’s my father.

(JONAS continue watching.)

JONAS. (cont’d, smiling). That’s the same voice he uses 
with Gabriel. Aww… he’s making him comfy.

(The GIVER cannot look any longer. JONAS keeps 
watching, until he realizes something is wrong.)

JONAS. (cont’d, confused). Why does he have a needle—

(JONAS continues to watch in horror).

JONAS. (cont’d, more confused). Why isn’t the newchild… 
moving?

(Silence, and then JONAS realizes the truth).

JONAS. (cont’d). …he killed it. My father—

(JONAS falls back into the GIVER).

GIVER. I saw the tape of Rosemary. She was numb with 
horror. And so was I.

JONAS. …no. NO!!

(He throws himself against the GIVER, who
catches him, holds him as he screams.)

GIVER. Jonas. Jonas.

(JONAS rips himself free-–falls to the ground. The
GIVER watches him as he cries quietly.)

JONAS. Why? Newborns? The Old? Why?!

GIVER. Listen to me, Jonas. They can’t help it. It’s the life
that was created for them.

JONAS. But my father lied to me!

GIVER. It’s what he was told to do. He knows nothing else.

JONAS. What should I do? I can’t go back. I can’t!

GIVER. I know. That’s why we must make a plan.

JONAS. A plan for what?

GIVER. Memories tell us that it has not always been this
way. People felt things once. Having you here with
me this past year as made me realize that things
must change again. …You must escape.

JONAS. Escape?

GIVER. Yes. If you can get away, get to Elsewhere, your
memories will come back to the Community. They
will be forced to bear the memories.

JONAS. But how could I escape? When-
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GIVER. (thinking). The Ceremonies are coming up in two
weeks. It’s a day of great distraction—

JONAS. You’re right. We could leave early that morning.

GIVER. I must stay here.

JONAS. I can’t do this without you.

GIVER. I can’t go. The Community will need someone to 
help ease chaos and when you’re gone, I’ll go to 
the auditorium and announce you have been lost in 
the river and they will have a Ceremony of Loss 
and we’ll begin bearing the memories.

JONAS. But—

GIVER. I wouldn’t survive the journey. I’m very weak.

JONAS. Giver—

GIVER. You have courage. You know the one memory I 
have haven’t given you?

JONAS. What?

GIVER. Music.

JONAS. I want you to keep that. To have with you when I’m 
gone.

GIVER. When I help the community, my work here will be 
finished. I want to be with my daughter.

JONAS. You never mentioned a daughter.

GIVER. Her name was Rosemary.

(Lights shift and fade out and lights fade up on 
FATHER, and LILY.)

FATHER. Yesterday was just a pleasant busy day.

MOTHER. Hi Gabe.

FATHER. This is his last night as visitor. 

MOTHER. What do you mean?

FATHER. We had him stay overnight at the Nurturing Center.

MOTHER. Didn’t go well?

FATHER. (laughs). It was a disaster. He cried all night 
apparently. The night crew were really frazzled by 
the time I got to work.

LILY. Gabe, you naughty thing.

FATHER. When we met this afternoon

(JONAS walks in hearing the conversation).

FATHER (cont’d). …even I voted for Gabriel’s release.

JONAS. Release?

FATHER. We certainly gave it our best try, didn’t we?

MOTHER. Yes, we did.

JONAS. When will he be released.

FATHER. First thing tomorrow morning.

(Everyone freezes except JONAS.)

JONAS. No. NO! GIVER.
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(Lights shift and JONAS picks up GABRIEL and
walk quickly to FATHER’s bicycle with Gabriel in a
sling. Lights fade out and fade up on Room.
JONAS runs to the Room and GIVER approaches.)

JONAS. (cont’d). Tonight. I have to go tonight.

GIVER. You’re not ready—you don’t have enough
memories--

JONAS. (looks at Gabriel). I won’t let them take Gabe. I
have food. I have my father’s bike and the
memories of escape and courage. And most
importantly… I have Gabriel.

(SFX. A slight cry from the baby.)

JONAS. (cont’d). Shh. Shhh.

(JONAS touches the back of GABRIEL. Lights
shift. Memories of swinging in a hammock, birds,
trees, wind blowing and the sounds of the ocean.
GABRIEL gets quiet. JONAS looks one final time at
his world…and climbs onto the bike. He starts
pedaling in place—his family and the GIVER
and ASHER and FIONA slowly, fading into the
blackness.

GIVER. (V.O.) You’ll have to go around the other
communities—let no one see you—

JONAS. Ok.

GIVER. (V.O.) There should be fewer and fewer 
communities, farther and farther apart—

JONAS. There are.

GIVER. (V.O.) They’ll be looking for you soon. Sleep by day 
and ride by night.

JONAS. My legs ache.

GIVER. (V.O.) Strength… Courage…

(SFX. Sound of an airplane overhead.)

JONAS. Search plane!

(JONAS leaps off the bike, pulling GABRIEL with 
him--they lie on the ground—Gabe crying—the 
plane droning closer…)

GIVER. (V.O.) They can’t see color, remember—You’ll be 
as grey as the bushes. But they have heat 
seekers—they’ll find your bodies– Think of a 
memory.

(He puts his hands on the baby, closing his eyes—
plane sounds LOUD—lights shift and snow begins 
to fall…)

JONAS. (cont’d). Snow. It’s snow, Gabriel. And cold. That’s 
good.

(The plane passes--fading away. Lights shift back.)

GIVER. (V.O., fading away himself). It’s what we planned. 
What we hoped! As you move away from the 
Community, you’ll shed your memories and leave 
them behind for us.

JONAS. But I need them!

(The GIVER is gone. Silence)

JONAS. (cont’d). …GIVER?

(JONAS is alone onstage.)

JONAS. The trees are getting thicker.
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(SFX. Stream of water running)

JONAS. (cont’d). A stream.

(SFX. Waterfall)

JONAS. (cont’d). A waterfall.

(SFX. Birds chirping)

JONAS. (cont’d). Gabe, you hear the birds?

(JONAS becomes tired and exhausted.)

JONAS. Gabe, the memories are fading.

(Flashes of people standing in place.)
(JONAS begins to become weak and cold.)

(SFX. Cold Wind.)

JONAS. But we have to keep going. It’s so cold.

JONAS. (cont’d). We’re almost there, Gabe. Gabe? Make a
sound.

(SFX. Cold Wind Louder. JONAS looks around,
freezing holding Gabe. And snow begins to fall.)

JONAS. (cont’d). I remember this place. Gabe, we’re going
for a sled ride on this hill. Hang on, Gabe.

(And in the darkness around him we begin to see
lights—tiny lights shinning from windows around
him…red…blue…yellow…)

(JONAS rolls off the sled—holding GABE—
staggers up facing us--the wind is gone. Silence. A
thousand glittering lights in the darkness around
him…and we hear people singing.)

JONAS. (cont’d). Gabriel. That’s … music.

(Singing grows louder … he grins…)

JONAS. (cont’d). We’re home.

(Lights fade on him looking out at us smiling …
beautiful … )
(Blackout.)

THE END


